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Creative Christmas

You will need:

Various Oddments of DK Yarn - see yarn weights 
per item

4mm Knitting Needles, Sewing Needle, Pliable Wire, 
Double Pointed Needles, (heavier weight yarn as 
required)

Various

How to use this pattern

The pattern is divided into 3 sections.  The Pattern Details section 
tells you a bit about the pattern, plus detail any repeated patterns 
that are used in the pattern.  The Instructions section tells you how 
many stitches to cast on and how many times to use the pattern 
repeats shown in pattern details. Finally there is a list of tutorials 
that will help you to create a beautiful and unique piece of work. 

The tension shown above is looser than many other patterns so a 
tension square is advisable.   If you struggle to achieve the tension try 
using bigger or smaller needles.
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Pattern Details

This pattern is suitable for absolute beginners and is an ideal 
project for children learning to knit as they will be able to 
build on their basic knit stitch.  It’s worth making a set of 
‘stealth needles’ or using children’s needles as the size of the 
projects mean they can get bit lost on long needles.  The 
decorations make ideal keepsake gifts or if you’re feeling 
super organised this Christmas, a gift decorations.  

The beauty of these patterns is that you will probably have 
much of the yarn already in your stash if you are regular 
knitter.  If you are new to knitting you will have the 
opportunity to try different yarns and create beautiful 
decorations quickly and easily.

I’ve given yarn weights for Double DK for all patterns except 
the holly leaves as it gives a really robust finish and the 
stuffing doesn’t show through.  However,  if you would prefer 
to use single strands of DK you will still get a good finish, or 
you could use Aran / chunky weight yarn.

To make it as accessible as possible, all projects can be knitted 
entirely in garter stitch (knit stitch) 

Instructions

Holly Leaves

Cut some wire approximately 50cm long. Bend one end up by 
1cm. 

Cast on 4 stitches on a DP needle in green yarn

Knit the stitches.  Slide the stitches to the end of the right 
hand and move the the left hand. Pass the yarn along the back 
of the 4 stitches and knit again. 
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Slide the work as previously but this time hold the work in 
front of the wire and pass the yarn around the non -bent end 
of the wire - you will be encasing the wire with the I-cord as 
you knit

Repeat until the whole of the wire is covered by the chord.  
The bent end will stop the wire sliding inside of the knitting.

Cast off leaving a long tail and bend the other end.

Shape the wire into a 2 holly leaf shapes. 

Wrap the tail end of the yarn around the exposed areas of 
wire and sew in place. 

Berries

Cast on 3 stitches in Red yarn

Knit an I cord until it is about 2.5.cm big. and cast off

Fold in half and make into a berry shape.  

Make 3.

To Make Up

Sew the berries to the base of the holly leaves. 

Make a hanging loop by sewing a stitch leaving a big loop and 
then secure the thread

Parcel small

Cast on 10 stitches, any method (knit 2)

Knit in garter stitch for 14 rows, purl the first and last stitch 
of each right side row.

Cast off

Cast on 8 stitches any method (knit 4)

Knit in garter stitch for 14 rows, purl the first and last stitch 
of each right side row.

Cast off

Parcel - Large

Cast on 13 stitches, any method (knit 2)



Knit in garter stitch for 20 rows, purl the first and last stitch 
of each right side row.

Cast off

Cast on 10 stitches any method (knit 4)

Knit in garter stitch for 20 rows, purl the first and last stitch 
of each right side row.

Cast off

To Make Up - Both Sizes

Sew together on the right side to make a box shape , leaving a 
small gap for stuffing. (for a more sturdy box line with 
cardboard)

Stuff the box with toy stuffing,

Sew up the remaining part.

Use some super chunky yarn as a ribbon around the box and 
tie a bow. 

Sew a loop wherever you want to hang the box from. 

Bauble - Large

Cast on 5 stitches using any method you like -
Kfb (10 st)

Purl (you will purl every wrong side row - although you can 
knit entirely in garter stitch which will give a lovely texture)

[Kfb, K1] to the end (15 st)

[Kfb, K2] to the end (20 st)

[Kfb, K3] to the end (25 st)

[Kfb, K3] to the end (25 st)

[Kfb, K4] to the end (30 st)

Purl

Knit

Purl

Knit



[K2tg, K4] to end (25 st)

[K2tg, K3] to end (20 st)

K2tg, K2] to end (15 st)

[K2tg, K1] to end (10 st)

[K2tg] to end (5 st)

Cut yarn and thread through 5stitches and pull tight.  Weave 
in the ends.

Bauble - small

Cast on 4 stitches using any method you like -
Kfb (8 st)

Purl (you will purl every wrong side row - although you can 
knit entirely in garter stitch which will give a lovely texture)

[Kfb, K1] to the end (12 st)

[Kfb, K2] to the end (16 st)

[Kfb, K3] to the end (20 st)

[K2tg, K3] to end (16 st)

K2tg, K2] to end (12 st)

[K2tg, K1] to end (8 st)

[K2tg] to end (4 st)

Cut yarn and thread through 4 stitches and pull tight.  Weave 
in the ends.

To Make Up

Turn the right sides together and sew the edges together 
using overstitch.  Leave about 1-2 cm at the top.

Turn the right way and stuff with toy stuffing and sew up the 
rest.

Make a hanging loop by sewing a stitch leaving a big loop and 
then secure the thread

Snowman

Head 
Cast on 4 stitches using any method you like -
Kfb (8 st)



Purl (you will purl every wrong side row - although you can 
knit entirely in garter stitch which will give a lovely texture)

[Kfb, K1] to the end (12 st)

[Kfb, K2] to the end (16 st)

[Kfb, K3] to the end (20 st)

Purl

Knit

Purl

[K2tg, K3] to end (16 st)

K2tg, K2] to end (12 st)

[K2tg, K1] to end (8 st)

[K2tg] to end (4 st)

Cut yarn and thread through 4 stitches and pull tight.  Weave 
in the ends.

For the body use the same pattern as the large bauble

To Make Up

Turn the right sides together and sew the edges together 
using overstitch.  Leave about 1-2 cm at the top.

Turn the right way and stuff with toy stuffing and sew up the 
rest.

Sew the head to the body.

Sew the features e.g. eyes, mouth and buttons with black yarn, 
and the nose with orange.

Make a hanging loop by sewing a stitch leaving a big loop and 
then secure the thread.

Christmas Pudding

Use the Large bauble pattern to make the pudding using 
brown and black yarn

Cream topping - White or Cream

Cast on 3 stitches

Kfbf (6)



Purl (you will purl every wrong side row)

[Kfb] (12)

[Kfb K1] (18)

[Kfb K2] (27)

[Kfb K3] (36)

[Kfb K4] (45)

Cast off.

To Make Up

Sew the edges together to make a circle. 

Take a small amount of toy stuffing and place on top of the 
pudding.  Gently sew in place making sure that it doesn’t 
cover more area than the cream topping.

Place the cream topping over the top and sew to the pudding, 
creating a ‘wavy’ edge, adding more toy stuffing as required.

Decorate the pudding with orange yarn in specks and 
embroider a holly leaf on the cream top if that takes your 
fancy.

Important!

Give your inner critic the day off when you come to sew the 
details.  You maybe doing it for the kids in your life and they’re 
going to love it even if they are a bit wonky because you 
made it.   If you’re doing it for yourself, remember this is 
supposed to be fun.  In the unlikely event that you manage to 
make them look like they came from a store, consider a new 
career in decoration making!

Tutorials

Video Tutorials are available on the Oh My Makery YouTube 
Channel:

Casting on - needle method
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Knit Stitch 

Purl Stitch

I cord and I cord over wire

Making stealth needles.

Knitting a Circle

Casting Off KnitWise

Abbreviations

K Knit
P Purl
K2tg Knit 2 together by putting the right needle through 2 stitches 

on the left and knitting them together.
Kfb Knit the front and then the back of the stitch before slipping 

it off the left needle
KFBF Knit to the front the back and the front of a stitch before 

slipping it off the needle, making 3 stitches out of one

Yarn per item

Remember you are doubling up the yarn e.g. knitting with 2 
strands of DK except for the holly leaves. The weight shown 
is the total weight, 

Holly Leaves (both) 20-25g
Berries each 4-5g

Small Parcel 30-35g
Large Parcel 35-45g

Snowman (head and body) 20g

Large Bauble 25g

Small Bauble 20g

Christmas Pudding 25-30g
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